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The Bilderbergers with Dr.
Joseph Farrell - June 11th
To
“President Truman decided after the war to create a
vast system of hidden finance using the Nazi access
loot and put the American intelligence community in
the role of international bankers.”
~ Dr. Joseph Farrell
This week on the Solari Report, I will be joined by
long-time collaborator Dr. Joseph Farrell to discuss
this monthʼs Bilderberg meeting in Austria and the
Bilderbergerʼs impact on policy development,
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consensus building and decision-making for
transnational global finance and geopolitics.

Goes to Seattle

Dr. Farrell will pick up where he left off on a
previous Solari Report:

A Reply to The WSJ's

The first Bilderberg meetings were
brokered on the Western side primarily
by the Rothschilds and Lawrence
Rockefeller with David in the
background. On the European side,
they were brokered by Prince Bernhard
and a man who was a prominent
member of the early Bilderberg
meetings, Dr. Hermann Josef Abs. He
was the CEO of Deutsche Bank.
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Most people are unaware that Prince
Bernhard was part of the management
of IG Farben. In other words, he was
plugged into the financial structure of
the Third Reich in a major way.
With Herman Josef Abs, we have an
individual who was also plugged into
that structure. During and prior to WWII,
Abs ran a handling bank in Berlin that
handled all of the Reich government
accounts. In other words, he was the
guy signing Adolph Hitlerʼs paycheck
as chancellor.
So, weʼre dealing with people coming
together to coordinate all of this vast
Nazi loot thatʼs been moved into
Western banks. I suspect that it was
kept off the books as a hidden reserve
in order to expand post-war credit-
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making ability. I think the reason why
this happened was so that all the
plundered Axis loot could be cycled
back into Europe with everybody getting
their cut.
This is a story which is known by the
Russians and it must be known by Mr.
Putin, particularly as he came out of the
KGB. Itʼs interesting to note that Mr.
Putin did his PhD thesis precisely in the
areas of economies, markets, and
finance. So he would be well aware of
what the post-war financial gains had
been.
Who is really running the show? As you know, I
think it is essential to try to understand the real
governance system – both who is in charge and
how decision-making and resource allocations really
works.
Catherine Austin Fitts

The Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement and
Trade Promotion Authority - Available for the
Public!
A note from Catherine Austin Fitts: As the Obama Administration moves forward
aggressively with the TPP, I felt it was important for Solari Report subscribers to have
an introduction and overview of the basic facts and issues involved. After much
searching, I could not find such a presentation, so I asked attorney Carolyn Betts to
prepare one for the Solari Report. As always, Carolyn has done an excellent job of
giving us an overview of a highly complex legal agreement – one that could have a
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profound impact on our work and lives. The fundamental issue at hand is whether
the nations involved in TTP are going to be sovereign nations or whether we are
going to introduce global government by using trade agreements to override national,
state and local laws – often without the involvement, agreement and concurrence of
the authorizing legislators – and do so in a format that gives large corporations
extraordinary rights, making them superior in legal powers to people and
governments.
By Carolyn Betts, Esq.
What is the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement?
The Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement is a proposed regional international trade
agreement that has been under negotiation since 2005 among Pacific Rim nations,
currently numbering the following twelve:
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, United States, Vietnam.
Read Here

Highlights from Our 1st Quarter Wrap Up: Planet
Debt
The dominant theme in our Annual Wrap up in January was Planet Equity. In our 1st
Quarter Wrap Up, we explore a related part of the global balance sheet: Planet Debt.
The systematic harvesting of countries around the globe has been ongoing since
WWII – whether by encouraging countries to issue debt, particularly dollar
denominated debt, or to buy US debt. It is not surprising that some of the biggest
buyers of US Treasury securities are nations that have had a US military presence
since WWII. Nor is it surprising that there is a relationship between large military
expenditures and high debt levels.
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What has evolved on planet earth is the ultimate financial entrapment operation in
which one set of players can:
Create fiat money and lend at zero expense
Maintain an information advantage that violates the laws related to material
omissions in financial transactions, fraudulent inducement and predatory
lending
Engage in dirty tricks that impact the borrowerʼs ability to pay
Legislate laws and regulations that make it profitable to lend to people who fail
and cannot pay back their debt principal
On Thursday, April 23, the Solari Report team will publish our First Quarter Wrap Up,
complete with a web presentation including graphs and charts designed to “pull back
the curtain” on this important subject.
I will be covering:
How global debt is an essential part of the central banking-warfare model
Debt and the “Databeast”
Global and domestic blowback resulting from debt
Mandating markets for monopolists
Q1 News stories and trends
Q1 Financial markets
Where itʼs all going

See it here or Subscribe

“2014 Annual Wrap Up, 96-page, Full Color Book For Sale Now!”
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Solari Report subscribers can now purchase printed copies of our 2014 Annual
Wrap Up, “A Free & Inspired Life.”
The Annual Wrap Up comes in a soft cover, with 96 glossy pages, beautiful images
and easy to follow charts. This is our best report yet, designed to help your efforts in
2015 to live a “Free & Inspired Life”.
Details here.

Highlights from Our Last Report
“Six years of ingesting financial heroin has doubtless anesthetized most bond
investors. They may be about to experience a pain they have not felt in decades.”
~ Don Coxe
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Don Coxe has 42 years of institutional investment experience in Canada and the US.
As a strategist and investor, he has been engaged at the senior level in global capital
markets through every recession and boom since the onset of stagflation in 1972. He
has worked on the buy side and the sell side in many capacities and has managed
both bond and equity portfolios, served as CEO, CIO and as Research Director.
Don leads the Global Commodity Strategy investment management team – a
collaboration of Coxe Advisors and BMO Global Asset Management. He is advisor to
the Coxe Commodity Strategy Fund and the Coxe Global Agribusiness Income Fund
in Canada, and the Virtus Global Commodity Stock Fund in the US.
In our discussion on the Solari Report this week, Don reviews the nine sovereign
bond credits that are now trading at negative interest rates at maturities from 1 to 10
years. He explains that there is literally is no precedent for what the bond market is
about to experience as a result of negative interest rates. He reminds us, “Not only is
there nobody managing money today who was managing Treasury Bonds back in
the Kennedy administration, there are very few who were managing bonds in the
bear market under Nixon.”
Other thoughts from our discussion this Thursday:
When you find out that pre-Napoleonic war yields were higher than current
bond yields, you realize that we do not have precedence. If you open the text
books, you will not find anything that will prepare you for what has to happen
as we go to “normal” yields.
Weʼre talking about tremendous dislocations in a huge pile of assets that will
send all the other markets in different directions.
It is possible that people at the Fed may be saying: “If itʼs going to happen
when Iʼm here, then Iʼm going off the FOMC next year.”
Although there will be opportunities, the biggest opportunities are likely to
include equities (versus bonds).
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
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A, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2015
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